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Day 6 of military commission proceedings in the 9/11 case: July 21, 2016
By Charles R. Church
Today saw another time-devouring kerfuffle involving Walid Bin Attash, who for nearly a year has
sought, without success, to rid himself of his two leading lawyers. Let us hasten past this latest
episode in what will be an ongoing saga, wishing Bin Attash a fair trial and a just verdict, which I
fear will be impossible in any of these military commissions.
Probably not since election night in 2008, as Connie Bruck reported in The New Yorker on Aug.
1, when it became clear that Barack Obama had soundly defeated John McCain, has there been
such overt conflict at Camp Justice.
• • •
The camp includes the court building, opposing rows of trailers where the lawyers both work and
sleep (the prosecutors, appropriately, are housed on one side and the defense teams dwell on
the other), and the Quonset-shaped tents where NGOs and media people sleep. On that
occasion, the celebrating defense lawyers formed a conga line, dancing around the prosecutors’
trailers, chanting the refrain: “Hey, hey...goodbye!” The prosecutors took offense and a shoving
match broke out.
• • •
What was the new source of conflict? Back in May, David Nevin, lead counsel for Khalid Shaikh
Muhammad (KSM), filed an extraordinary motion asking that Judge Pohl no longer preside over
his case and that Chief Prosecutor Mark Martins and his entire team be thrown off as well. Nevin
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also asked that Pohl’s replacement declare that the guilt or penalty phase of the case be
“permanently abated.” Dismissed, in other words. What had happened to warrant such an
extreme request?
Years ago, Nevin asserted, the government had sought permission from Pohl to dispose of
“certain [important] evidence.” (Remember, we’re dealing with highly classified information,
hence the stilted and abstract lingo.) The defense objected, and Pohl entered an order directing
the government to ensure that the evidence would not be destroyed, pending his further order.
Nonetheless, the government communicated secretly with Pohl, seeking his approval to destroy
the evidence.
The judge granted the clandestine request and the government “thereafter destroyed the
evidence — all without giving fully-cleared defense counsel ... even a hint” of this until more than
18 months after issuance of the destruction order. Because he was not advised that Pohl had
“surreptitiously authorized” the destruction until nearly two years after the order and “the actual
destruction of the evidence,” KSM was deprived of his chance to seek relief from a higher court.
Far more chillingly, after all this came to light, the prosecution had made clear that the
“government never had any intention of disclosing” the evidence, and in the future would “not
disclose similar evidence to the defense, irrespective of the sanctions [Pohl] might impose for the
government’s willful behavior.”
In sum, the government, confident in the belief that Pohl wouldn’t dare dismiss the case, nor
even take the death penalty off the table, would do what it damn well pleased. “Do your worst, we
don’t care,” it was telling the court. This is the commitment to the rule of law that Brigadier
General Martins boasts about?
The motion claimed that KSM, when informed of these actions, had responded: “First they tell us
they will not show us the evidence, but they will show our lawyers. Now they don’t even show the
lawyers. Why don’t they just kill us?”

Church will continue with a description of the fiery exchanges between counsel, and some
commentary of his own.

Charles Church is a Salisbury-based human rights lawyer who travels to observe Guantanamo’s
military commissions under the auspices of Seton Hall Law’s Center for Policy and Research.
During his stay at the base, Church sent dispatches describing the events to this newspaper.
TriCornerNews - The Lakeville Journal Co., LLC ©2016. All Rights Reserved.
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Thu, 09/08/2016 - 11:45am Field Notes From A Battleground [1]
By Charles R. Church

Opinion/Viewpoint [2]

[Originally published in two parts.]
Last time, Church described the stunning motion by KSM’s counsel to throw Judge Pohl, Chief
Prosecutor Martins, and Martins’s entire team off the 9/11 case. This week, the lawyers duke it
out over the motion, albeit figuratively, and Church comments further.

The government came out swinging in its brief. “Continuing their scorched-earth litigation
strategy [Khalid Shaikh Muhammad’s (KSM) counsel] maligns the reputation of the Military Judge
and the entire Prosecution team..., but that does not stop [them] from spewing on about
prosecutor-judge ‘collusion.’” Nasty epithets followed: “willfully blind narrative;” “hatchet-job of a
motion,” “defense-manufactured nonsense,” etc. Then came the topper: “Defense counsel will
apparently stop at nothing in their attempts to convince whoever may still be following their shrill
antics that justice simply is not attainable ... before a military commission. Their goal is not
acquittal...; their goal, and their entire defense strategy, is that the case never, ever be tried.”
Alas, the motion, since it dealt with classified information, would not be argued in open court,
though a threshold segment could. But did Judge Pohl, whose own conduct and right to continue
presiding were being challenged, have the right to decide his own fate?
During the colloquy between Pohl and defense counsel, the identity of the secret evidence
became clear. The whip-smart James Connell, lead counsel for KSM’s nephew, had ferreted out
from non-classified government filings that the government had sought to decommission a former
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CIA black site where some of the accused had been tortured, and to substitute for this crucial
evidence partially censored videos or photos of the areas where the prisoners were held,
interrogated and tortured, and — here the “governmentese” grows impenetrable, so I’m guessing
a bit — implements of torture, such as waterboards, small coffin-like boxes into which the
prisoners were stuffed, hooks from prison ceilings from which they had been suspended, chains
attached to them, etc. Perhaps some instructional manuals for the interrogators as well, but
these too would be partially censored. Whether the photos depict blood or human excretions in
the flooring is not stated.
David Nevin, lead counsel for KSM — sincerely, I believe — told Pohl: “I would rather defend
your reputation and service to the country any day than defend this motion.... It’s not particularly
pleasant for me to be here having this discussion with you, and I’m sure it’s not pleasant for you.”
Judge Pohl replied: “[T]he day that my decisions are not being criticized by at least 50 per cent of
the participants is the day I probably won’t be a judge, so I take none of this personally.” But still,
Nevin added, “We have lost the ability to put our hands on some of the most important evidence
in this case...,” so Pohl should allow another judge to decide the motion.
Connell “share[d] the shock at the events which had transpired. [He] did not want to believe
them...because they are heartbreaking.” Who was to blame? He did not then seek Pohl’s
disqualification, but did want to question him on the still-murky factual picture. Only after doing
that would he decide whether to pursue Pohl’s disqualification.
Robert Swann for the prosecution (no surprise to those who had read its primary brief) was
angry. “[M]r. Nevin indicated that he had deduced certain things. Well, the art of deduction is the
craft of Sherlock Holmes and, from what I can see, [Nevin] is no Sherlock Holmes....” And, “[t]hey
want another judge to hear the motion (to disqualify), and they find fault with our over-the-top
patriotism and dramatic response, but when you not so subtly accuse people of wrongdoing or
cheating, it requires calling it what it is. It’s grandstanding. It’s despicable, [and] a perverse
distortion of the facts.”
There’s more, but you get the idea (though Swann twice worked in the nearly 3,000 who died on
9/11). Nevin replied in kind: “[W]e are to be lectured about cheating? That’s despicable behavior.”
At least the lawyers didn’t start shoving each other.
After lunch, Judge Pohl ruled that he would decide the motion to dismiss him and the
prosecution, not another judge. He would, however, permit the defense lawyers to question him
in a closed session, where the primary motion also would be argued.
The written ruling on the motion, which may be highly redacted to exclude classified material, will
issue later. But given my impression of Judge Pohl developed over three tours at Gitmo in which
I observed him in action, I’d be stunned if it turns out that he intentionally did something terribly
wrong. My conviction is buttressed by this: when Pohl presided over the court-martial of the Army
torturers at Abu Ghraib, before trial the government requested permission to destroy the prison,
and Pohl’s answer was no. But Pohl may have been duped by the prosecution, I really don’t
know. For me, it’s hard to wait for the answer.
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Charles Church is a Salisbury-based human rights lawyer who travels to observe Guantanamo’s
military commissions under the auspices of Seton Hall Law’s Center for Policy and Research.
During his stay at the base, Church sent dispatches describing the events to this newspaper.
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